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Abstract. Developmental systems and largqes have in recent years been the nubjcct matter of 
active investigation, both because ‘:hey ace useful in disc ussing bio!cgical development and bc- 
cause they provide some fresh insights into formal larq~age theory. In this paper, we inwxtigate 
unary developmental systems and languages, which arc distinguished by the property that the 
alphabet involved ii1 their definition has only one syn:bol in it. 
1. Introduction and de fini tions 
In this paper, we discuss some strmg manipulating systems which 
are applied in such a way that in every step of a derivation a production 
is applied to ~JV!Y_Y symbol of the string. Such systems were first intro- 
duced [ 16-l 81 with a biologic?1 motivation in mind. Interpreting each 
symbol in a string as describing, a state of a biological 41, changes and 
development take place simulianeously at all cells in the string. For this 
reason? such systems were cAled developnxntal. Another commonly 
used term ill the Ilterature is L-systems. (T+at L-systems are of interest 
from both the biological cr/nd the formal language theoretical view has 
been demonstrated in a :lumber of publications in recent years, in px- 
titular by Baker and H!:rman [ 1,2] , Blattner [ 41 , :t 11~1 Ihien [ S] , Felici- 
angeli and Herman [‘I’], Herman [9--141, Lindenmayer [ 16-4 81, Lin- 
*. This research has be,:n supported by NSF Grant GJ99b and NATO Grant 574. 
*1’ Wiginal version re/:c.ived I May 1972. 
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denmayer and Rozenberg [ 191, Rozenberg [ 20,2 1 ] , Rozenberg and 
1’)oucet [ 221, Rozenbelrg and Lindenmayer [ 231, Surapipith and Linden- 
r 1 -yer [ 241. j
The present paper is concerned with unary de\ elopmental systems 
a:,,ld languages (or IJL-systems and UL-languages). These’ are distirrguish- 
ed by the property that. the alphabet used in their definitions has only 
one symbol in it. In such a situation a strmg of symbols is uniquely 
defined by its length, which allows us to give the following rather num- 
ber-theoretical looking definition. 
Delhitim 1.1. A UL-system is an ordered set of integers G = 
ci. li, , k,, . . . . k,), where i 2 1, t 2 1 and 0 5 k, < k2 < .“. < k,. 
A UL-system G = !i, k,, k2, . . . . k,) is said to be deterministic if t = 1, 
pmpagdzg if k 1 2 i , growing if k, 2 2, limited if lit < 2, and normal 
ifi= 1. 
For any UL-system G = <i, k,, k2, . . . , k, > and any non-negative integer 
j, we derine inductively the sets 1,&G) and L(G) as follows: 
E,(G) = Ii1 7 
$+1(G)= {MY w = E;=, n h k, foxa some non-negative integers A,, 
such that Ci=,h, E L,.(G)), 
L(G) = Um,,~j(G). 
A set of numbers S is said to be a UL-lasrguage if either S is empty or 
S = (c) or there exists a UL-system G such that either S = L(G) or S = 
L(G) u {0} . S is said to be determhistic, propagating, growing, lianited 
or rzornzal if G j;, deterministic, propagating, growing, limited or normal, 
respec tivelp. 
If a CL-system or UL-language is deterministic, propagating, growing, 
limited or normal, we shall denote this by attaching D, P, G, L or N, 
respectively, in front of the UL. On the other hand, if a UL-system is 
definitely r?ot deterministic, propagating, growing, limtted or r:orma& 
then we shall denote th,is by placing a 6,2, G, c or R in front c,af the UL. 
We shall use similar notation for languages. Thus, a FLNUL-language is 
a propagating normal UL-language which can be generated by :d UL-sys- 
ten: with k, > 2. 
BY definition, we shall consider both the empty set 0 and tire unar,:- ’ * 
set IO} to be in all the subfamilies of UL-languages. This co,jvention, as 
well as the c:onvention that for any UL-system G, not only L(G) but also 
L(g) U (0: is .I UL-language, is natural for this paper, but is different 
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from conventions in previous literature on developmental langua ses. 
The effect of such canventions was discussed by Herman [ 131. 
In the next section, we prove that every U’.-language is either regular 
or is of the form {ikj* . j 2 0) for some i and k. Our proof is effective. 
As a corollary, we obtain i;n algorithm to decide the equivalence of two 
UL-systems. Complete characterizations have been obtained for most 
of the interesting sub-families of UL-languages. For example, we know 
that a set of numbers S is a non-empty LUL-language if and only if 
there exists a positive integer i such that S is one of the following sets: 
(O}, {i}, {i,O}, {i,i - 1 7 . . . . 2,l ,O), (i+j: i Z 0}, {i+j: j 2 0) W {O}, 
(i} U (2j: j2 0). {i2: j> I)), (0: j2 0) U {O). 
In the final section, we shall give a w-nn- ary, without proofs, of other 
known properties of UL-languages. 
2. Characterization results 
The main result of this section is an algorithm, which, for any given 
UL-system, gives a description of the language generated by the UL-sys- 
tern. The description either tJke$ tf-.e form Ci h-1: j 2 01, where i an 
are natural numbers, or it is a regular expression. We shall use the term - 
nology of formal language theory (e.g., [51), and apply it to sets of 
numbers. For example, we say that a set S of numbers is regular, con- 
text-free, etc., if language LIS) = (tP : N E S} is regular, context-free. 
etc. 
Let 
s+= 5 s i 
?l=l 
,; : n2 is a positive integer :!nd s, E S for 1 5 n _< 171 .
I 
Notation 2.1. Whenever we are disrussing a IJt-st.lstcrn G’ = c 
(i, k,, k,, . . . . ii,), we shall use d,, to denote k,l -- k, for 2 I 12 5 f. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G = (i, k,, k,, . . . . k,> hc a C/L-system, ad j und u bc mn- 
negative integers. v E Lj+ 1 (G) if arrd om, if fhcre mist rrorr-negative iu- _ 
tegen u, A,, . . . , A, such that 
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v = 5 h, k, . 
fl=ll 
Hence U E Lj+l CC). 
Corwersely, assume u E Li+ I (C). By the definition of Li+ 1 (C), there 
exists a u f L&G) and A,, A,, . . . . X, such that Xn 2 0 for I L n rC_ t, 
Z:,= 1 A, = U, and ZZ, = I An kFl = U. Then 
U= 6 A,kn =( n$An)kl + J$ A,(kn-k,)=ukl + fJ And,, 
?I = 1 = n=2 n=2 
bmm;a 2.3. Let G = Ci, k,, ..,, k,) be a UL-system. Fbr all j?on-negative 
Jntegers j a& v,‘~J% E Lj(G), then there exist non-mgative integers 
A,, A,. ..I. A, strrh that 
Proof. Ey induction on 1. The lernlna is trivially true for j = 0. Assume 
that it is true for j. If v E Li+ 1 (G), then by Lemma 2.2 theriz exists 
u E l-j(G) and non-negztive integers G2, &, . ..) q& such that v = 
zrkt + 2:’ rz =2#nd,, . By induction, there exist nnn-negative integers 
~5. ~3, . . . . pM wch that u = ik( + ZFlc2pndn. Therefore, 
Lcf G =1 (i, k, , k,, .,., k,) be a l/E-systcn. 
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(i) If G is a L~PUL-~WW~, then L(G) = (1 k{ : j > 0 }. 
(ii) If G is a iYf%JL-.~375:tan, then L(G) = (i, 0; . - 
(iii) l.f G is a 8’Plli-system and 
(a) k, = l!, therz LJG) = {i, i-l, i-2, . . . . 0) ; 
(b) k, > I!, then L(G)= {i}U (Z~=2Xn kn: A, 2 0). 
(iv) If G is a fiP&.JL-svstem, theta L(G) = (i f Zkz2 A,, dn : h, = 01. . - 
Proof. We shall only prove (iv) since the proofs of (i), (ii) and \ ii) are 
very easy. 
Assume G = (i, k,, k2, . ..+ k,) is a BP&L-system. Then kl = 1 and 
k, > 1. By Lemma 2.3, if 1) E L(G), then ZJ = i + E.fiz2Xndn for some 
ai, 2 0. All we need to prow is the converse, i.e., that anything cf the 
form i + Zi=zhn dn, with h, > 0, is in L(G). - 
Stippose this converse is false. Let u be t!le smallest number of the 
required form which is nof. in L(G). Ther; h, > 0 for at least one rz 
since i E L(G). Let u = u--S,., . By our assumption on the nature of u, 
u E L(G). Also u 2 i 2 1. Then, by Lemma 2.2, v = u k, + d,z is in L(G), 
a contradiction. 
Corollary 2.5. If R is a re@u, equivalently, con text-free, language ow 
I one-letter alphabet, then there exists a positive irlteger k and two 
Jnite sets of in tcgers F and I such that 
R = F (3 II L((i, 1, k>). 
iE’ 
l . 
Proof. From [ 8, Corollary 21, it follows that a language over a one-letter 
alphabet is context-free if ,nd only if it is regular, and a regular language 
R over a one-letter alphabet is Cimately periodic, i.e., there exist finite 
sets F and I and a nonnef+ ‘C integer d such that 
Without loss of g~~~nera!:i-,, e may assume thai 0 4 /. Let k = (i + 1. For 
any i E I, 
L((i, 1 9 k>) = {i + Ad: X 2 0). 
(Theorem 2.3 (iv).) ‘H herefGre, 
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3 = F u u L((i, 1, k)). 
&I 
Theorenl 2.4 &es a camplete characterization of all UL-languages, 
4th the e,;ception of the &YXJL-languages, or,’ equivalently, I)GUL- 
languages. The characterization of those languages i more difficult and 
appears be:ow. 
Notation 2.6. Whenever we are discussing a k.JL-systern G = 
(11, &. k,, -0, k,), let D denote the greatest common divisor of d,, 
CJ$, ti.., dt. 
It follows from Lemma 2.3, that, for every u E I(G), there exist inte- 
gersj and 1~ such that v = i /?{ + PII’. In our characterization of DGUL- 
larqq~ages, weshall make use of the fact that, for sufficiently large j, the 
converse is also true, i.e., i k{ + PD E L(G) for all g. First we prove a 
preliminary result in this direction. 
L+emm~~ 2,*7. Let G = (i, k,, k,, ..“, k,) be a BGUL-system. Let c2, c3, . . . . 
c, ba integers such that D = ZLC2cn dn. (Such c, exist, see e.g., 
[ 3, p. 20, Exercise 83 ). Let j, be an integer such that ikt S 2k, ZLz2 Icn I. 
Let 
Lezt iand p be .+wgers Z&I that j 2 jo, and 
Theta ik( + pD E L.(G) 
I - 
Proof. By in&.&on on j. Ifj = jO, then !A = 0, and ik[o E Ljo (G). 
Assume tb the lemma holds for j, and v is an integer such that 
We wish to prove that ik{” 1 + vD E Li+ -1 (G). 
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Let @ and $ be non-negative integers uch that 
i-i0 
Then 
O<g,<kj-jo. 
Let - 
t 
j--+)--l 
,iu=s c 
n=O 
k;+#. 
Then 
j-jo-1 j-j0 -1 
. s c k_l<p<s c q+kj-io 
n=O n=O I * 
By induction, 
Define 
Since 0 < (J < k, and 
& (k,Ic,I+$c,)< 2k, b Ic,I<ik;o <ik; , 
n=2 _ n=2 
w-e have that X, 2 0 for 1 5 n < t. Also, 
Iit therefore follows that Zi= 1 A,, k, E Lj+ 1 (Gh But 
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D+#k,DtsD+$D 
This completes the proof of the lemma. Note that since G is a growing 
L&system, k, > 2 and we can effectively find a j. and an s of the re- 
quired type. 
What this lemma tells us is that numbers wkh are equivalent o ik{ 
(mod D) and which are in the range 
. . 
E 
- -1 
ik( +Ds’ $) ky, 
j-/*--l 
n=O 
i’k’I +Ds c q +Dk/-jo-D 
n=O 1 
arc all in L(G). As j gets larger, the lower. limit of this range increases 
with a rate whi& is of order I-{ , while t!ne upper limit increases with a 
rate which is of order k{. Since k, > k, , the upper limit for j must 
eventually be greater than the lower limit for j + Y for any constant P. 
This is the essential fact for the proof 01: the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.8. Given a BGUL-system G = (i, k, , k,, . . . , k,), one ca/l effec- 
tively obtain two finite s ts of integers Fand I such tha! 
L(G)=FII U (a+XD: &Xl}, 
aFI 
where D is the greatest common divisor of k2-kl, . . . . h-,-k,. (Thus 
L(G j is regular. j 
f. Let y and y be the smallest non-negative integers uch that p < q 
iq (mod D). Clearly, 0 < q--p <, D. (Any set of D+ 1 integers 
LM contain at least two integers which are equivale;lt mod D.) 
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Le! jO and s be defined as in Lemma 2.7. For j 2 jo, let 
j--j0 - 1 
Lowu) = ik{ + SD z ky , 
?Z=O 
j--i0 - 1 
Up(jJ = ik{ +sD z 
rl =o 
ky + Dkfjo-D 
= Low(j) + D(kj- jo --I) . 
Note that, for all j such that j > j. and j 2 11, 
Low(j) ZE Low(~+c/ --p) (mod D). 
Let Y be any positive integer. Since h-, >> k, , there exists a j1 > j. such 
that, if j 2 jr, then 
In particular, we can find a jl 2 jO such that for all j 2 jl , 
Up(!) 2 Lowo’t-q-p) . 
For& m < y, let a, = Low(j, + m?. Then it follows from Lernm;! 
2.7 and the choice of p, q ,nd jr, that: for p <_ ~72 < 4 and for all p 2 0, 
a, + pl? E L(G) : 
Furthermore, it follows &XI-~ Lemma L 2.3 that all but finitely many 
elements of L(G) are of the form a, + gD. 
From these cortsidera: ;3ns the theorem follows. 
Theorems 2.4 9 2.8 and Corollary 2.5 yield the following result, which 
indicates that DUL-systems can be decomposed into PAUL-systems 
which use at most two productions. 
Corollary 2.8. For any DUL-system G, there exists a pclsitive integer 
k arvd two finite sets of I’ntq<ers F and 1 srrch that 
L(G) = a.J L((I, Ii) u L((i, 1, k)) . 
iEF iEI 
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From Th~eorems 2.4 and 2.8 it folloTgs that for any UL-system G 
we can effectively describe L(G), either by writing it in the form 
11 KJ”: j 2 0) , where i and k arc positive integers, or by giving a regular 
exp:ression for it. From this it follows that many standard decidability 
questions are :;olvable for UL-systems. We give one example for which 
the corresponding problem is either still open or has been shown to be 
unsolvable for the more complicated evelopmental systems (e.g., 
E 4,201). 
Cor~llmy 2.161. There is an algorithm which decides, for any t-m VL- 
3iystU?ZS G, artd ‘62, whether or not LCG1 ) = L(G,). 
Proof . 1 et 6 = (I,, k1 1, . . . . kltl) and I;, = (i,, k,,, . . . . k2Q. If either 
Gt or Gi is f DGUL-system, then L(G’, ) = L(G2) if and only if i, = i,, 
t1 =I2 = 1 anc& =.kZI. Otherwise, both L(G,) and L(G2) are re- 
guk, and using Theozms 2.4 and 2.8 we can obtain regular expres- 
sions’ R1 and R, describing L(G, ) and L(G,), respectively. Since therg 
are algorithms to decide the cquivalencz of the two regular expressions 
R 1 and R,, those a$prih-m will also test whether or not L(G, ) = 
L(G, )a 
By similar arguments, one can give algorithms for testing, for any 
given LJL+ystem G, whether or not L(G) is finite, regular or equal to a 
grven regular set. Fcrr any two given UL-systems G, and G2, one can ef- 
fectively deeidle whether or not L(G, ) c L(G,), L(G,) n L(G,) lis 
empty, or L(G,) n L(G,) is finite. For any UL-system G and any 
number 24, one can effectively decide whethex or not tl E L(G). 
There are, however, some entirely different kinds of decidability 
questions. For example, we may require an algorithm, which, for any 
two UL-systems G, and G2, decides whether c’r not L(G,) u L(G2) is 
a UL-language. (As we shall see in Section 3, there are UL-s)/stems G, 
and G, such that L!G, ) i.~ L{G, ) is not a UL-language.) Such decision 
problems could be solved if we had the algorithm rc quired in the fol- 
kv~kng open problem. 
@XVZ probkrn. Give an algorithm which., fir any regular expression R
over a one-letter alph/;ibet_ det.zides whether or not the language de- 
y R is a r9%-language.’ 
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Although this general problem is still open, using Theorems 2.4 tind 
2.8 one can characterize many subfamilies of UL-languages. We shall 
give a few examples. 
Example 2.11. If G is a DGLNUL-system, then L(G), = (2j: j 2 0). 
Thus L is a DCLNUL-language if and only if L = @ or L. = {0} , or 
L = (24 j> O}, or L = (2j: j > 0) w (0). 
Proof. If G = (i, k> is a DGLNUL-system, then G is a DPUL-system 
with i = 1 and k = 2. (k = 2 since G is both growing ;nd limited.) l-knee 
by Theorem 2.4 (i), L(G) = {2i: j 2 0). 
Example 2.12. If G is a DI%I_JL-system, thfn E(G) = {Cl, I}. Thus L is 
a DFNUL-lanmage if and only if L = 8, or L = {O), or i: =: (0, 1 }. 
Proof. If G = (i, k) is a DFNUL-system, then G is a DPUL-system with 
i = 1. Hence by Theorem 2.4 (ii), L(G) = { 1 ,O}. 
Example 2.13. If G = (i, k, , k,, . . . . k,) is an LUL-system, then L(G) is 
one of the following sets: {i}, {i, 0}, G: 0 <_ j <: i}, (I 4-j: I 2 0)) 
(i} U { 2j: j 2 0)) (i2h j >_ 0) , G: j 2 O}. Thus L is an LUL-language 
if and only if there exists a positive integer i such that e is one of the sets 
0, {O}_, {i}, {i, 0}, G: 0 5 j 6 i}, {i+ j: j 2 0}, {i+j: j Z 0) Lt (O}, 
(i} U {2j: j2 0}, (i2j: j2 0), (i24 j> 0) U (0). 
Proof. If G is an LUL-system, k, < 2. Hence each possible LUL-system 
has one of the following forms: (i, O), (i, I>, ti, I>, (i, O? l>, (i, 0, 2), ti, 1, 3, 
(I’, 0, 1, 2). 
If G = Ci, O), G is an DPUL-system, and L(G) = {i, O), by Theorem 
2.4 (ii). 
If G = (i, 1) or G = (i, 2>, G is a DPUL-system alld L(G) = {i) or 
L(G) = {i2i: j > O), respectively, by Theorem 2.4 (i). _- 
If G = (i, 0, II) or G = (i, 0, 2>, G is a DPUL-system, and L(G) -.: 
G: 0 < j f i} or L(G) = {i) u (2j: j >, 0), respectively, by Thexern 
2.4 (iii). 
If G = (i, 1,2), G is DPCXJL-system, and L(G) = {i +j: j $ 0}, by 
Theorem 2.4 (iv). 
If G = (i, 0, 1,2>, G is a DI%L-system, and L(G) = i j: j 2 O), by The- . 
orem 2.4 (iii) (b). 
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Our charactltrization results also help us in placing the family of UL- 
languages in the Chomsky hierarchy. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are trivial consequences of Theorems 2 4 and 2.8. 
3. Summary of other results 
Hn this section, we state a numbe_ b of other results regarding UL-lan- 
guages. The proofs are omitted. The first result is concerned with the role 
of c-produc iions. 
Result 3 1. The family of IPUL-languages is a proper subset of the family 
of UL-languages, but the families of NUL-languages and PNUL-lan- 
guagcs coincide. 
The next result shows that, in common with previously studied {de- 
velopmental languages, the family of I Y-languages is not closed under 
the usually studied closure operation..:. 
Result 3.2. The! family of liJL-languages i closed under Kleene +, but 
is not closed under union, concatenation, homomorphism, inverse homo- 
mo:rphism and intersection with regular sets. 
Similar results hold for -the subfamilies of UL-languages as well. How- 
ever, for the Klieene * ope;_ation. we have a:1 interesting positive result. 
Result 3.3. For any set S cf non-negative iMegers, S* is a UL-language. 
The ;iuthors. and we are sure the readers also, wish to thank the se5 
eree, ahose drastic suggestions commitxed much of ihe original versiori 
I 
sf this paper to the waste ;>aper basket. This original version contains 
the proofs of the results of Section 3, and is available in the form of a;? 
irtternal report. 
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